During the last years, immense progress has been achieved in the stochastic treatment of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) on the lattice. Algorithms based on a molecular dynamics like treatment of gauge and quark elds have opened the door to exact ab-initio simulations. The Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm, the most prominent representative of full QCD algorithms, is the favorite scheme to include virtual dynamical fermion creation and annihilation processes, which are the main obstacle on the way towards realistic QCD simulations. In this talk, I want to discuss methodical and practical aspects of the HMC for full QCD simulations, with emphasis on molecular dynamics. I will touch basics, merits and shortcomings of the HMC, recent algorithmic improvements and current state-ofthe-art simulations, and I will dare to give a prognosis for the costs of future full QCD simulations deep in the chiral regime of vanishing quark masses.
Introduction
As part of the standard model of elementary particle physics, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) describes the strong interactions between the quarks (the constituents of hadronic matter) which are mediated by gluons.
QCD is a highly non-linear quantum eld theory. As such it cannot be evaluated satisfactorily by perturbative methods and one has to recourse to non-perturbative stochastic simulations of the quark and gluon elds on a discrete 4-dimensional space-time lattice. 1 In analogy to simulations in statistical mechanics, along a Markov chain, a canonical ensemble of eld con gurations is generated by Monte Carlo algorithms.
Today, these simulations represent one of the grand challenges in computational science. In particular, the inclusion of fermions, which amount to virtual quark-antiquark creation and annihilation processes, is a formidable task. Such \full QCD" simulations are based on the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm 2;3 (HMC). It is|for the present| a culmination in the development of practical simulation algorithms for full QCD on the lattice.
The HMC comprises several important advantages:
{ The evolution of the gluon elds through phase space is carried out simultaneously for all d.o.f., making use of the leap-frog algorithm or higher order symplectic integrators.
{ Dynamical fermion loops, represented in the path-integral in form of a determinant of a huge matrix of dimension O(10 7 ) elements, i.e. a highly non-local object that is not directly computable, can be included by means of a stochastic representation of the fermionic determinant. This approach amounts to the solution of a huge system of linear equations of rank O(10 7 ) that can be solved e ciently with modern iteration algorithms, so-called Krylovsubspace methods 4;5 . { HMC is ergodic due to Langevin-like stochastic elements in the eld update.
{ HMC shows surprisingly short autocorrelation times, as demonstrated in Ref.
7. a { HMC can be fully parallelized, a property that is essential for e cient simulations on high speed parallel systems.
{ HMC is computation dominated and only needs a quite small amount of memory, in contrast to memory intensive alternative methods 8 .
In view of these properties, it is no surprise that all large scale lattice QCD simulations including dynamical Wilson fermions as of today are based on the HMC algorithm 9;10;11;12 . However, dynamical fermion simulations are still in their infancy. The computational demands of full QCD are huge and increase extremely if one approaches the chiral limit of small quark mass, i.e. the physically relevant mass regime of the light u and d quarks. The central point in the molecular dynamics approach is the solution of a linear system of equations by iterative methods. The iterative solver, however, becomes increasingly ine cient for small quark masses. The ensuing computational demands can only be satis ed by parallel systems of the upcoming tera-computer class 13 .
The HMC algorithm is a general global molecular-dynamics-Monte-Carlo procedure that can evolve all d.o.f. of the system at the same instance in time. Therefore it is so useful for QCD where due to the computation of the inverse of the local fermion matrix in the a The autocorrelation determines the statistical signi cance of physical results computed from the generated ensemble of con gurations. stochastic representation of the fermionic determinant the gauge elds must be updated all at once to achieve O(V ) complexity. The trick is to stay close to the surface of constant Hamiltonian in phase space, in order to achieve a large acceptance rate in a global Monte Carlo step.
HMC can be applied in a variety of related elds. A promising novel idea is the merging of HMC with the multicanonical algorithm 14 which is only parallelizable within global update schemes. It has been shown that the multi-canonical procedure, parallelized in this way, can be applied at the ( rst-order) phase transitions of compact QED with amazing e ciency.
The outline of this talk is as follows: In section 2, a minimal set of elements and notions from QCD is reviewed. In section 3, (novel) algorithmic ingredients for HMC are described. In section 4, the SESAM and T L projects are introduced. In section 5, I evaluate the computational complexity of HMC and I propose a scaling rule for the CPUtime required going towards vanishing Wilson quark mass.
Elements of Lattice QCD
Let me rst introduce some physical elements on the discrete lattice that are of importance for the HMC simulation. For the following, we do not need to discuss their parentage and relation to continuum physics in more detail.
QCD is a constituent element of the standard model of elementary particle physics. Six quarks, the avors up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top interact via gluons. In 4-dimensional space-time, the elds associated with the quarks, a (x), have four Dirac components, = 1; : : : ; 4, and three color components, a = 1; : : : ; 3. The`color' degrees of freedom are the characteristic property reecting the non-abelian structure of QCD as a gauge theory. This structure is based on local SU (3) On the lattice, the quark elds n are considered as approximations to the continuum elds (x), with x = an, n 2 N 4 (All lattice quantities are taken dimensionless in the following.). As shown in Fig. 1 , they`live' on the sites. Their fermionic nature is expressed by anti-commutators, n ; m ] + = y n ; m ] + = y n ; y m ] + = 0; (1) characterizing the quark elds as Grassmann variables. The gluon elds in the 4-dimensional discretized world are represented as bi-local objects, the so-called links U (n).
They are the bonds between site n and site n +e , with e being the unit vector in direction . Unlike the continuum gluon eld, the gluon in discrete space is 2 SU(3). U (n) is a discrete approximation to the parallel transporter known from continuum QCD, b For the explicit structure constants f ijk and the generators i =2.
U(x; y) = exp (ig s R y x dx 0 A a (x 0 ) a =2), with g s being the strong coupling constant.
QCD is de ned via the action S = S g + S f that consists of the pure gluonic part and the fermionic action. The latter accounts for the quark gluon interaction and the fermion mass term. Taking the link elements from above one can construct a simple quantity, the plaquette P , see Fig. 1 : P (n) = U (n)U (n + e )U y (n + e )U y (n): The discrete version of the fermionic action cannot be constructed by a simple di erencing scheme, as it would correspond to 16 fermions instead of 1 fermion in the continuum limit. One method to get rid of the doublers is the addition of a second order derivative term, ( n+e ? (1 ? )U (n) n;m?e + (1 + )U y (n ? e ) n;m+e : (4) The stochastic simulation of QCD starts from the analogy of the path-integral| the quantization prescription|to a partition sum as known from statistical mechanics. As it is oscillating, it would in principle be useless for stochastic evaluation. The appropriate framework for stochastic simulation paper: submitted to World Scienti c on April 29, 1999of QCD is that of Euclidean eld theory. To this end, one performs a rotation of the time direction in the complex plane, t ! i .
The ensuing e ect is a transformation of the Minkowski metrics into a Euclidean metrics, while a positive de nite Boltzmann weight exp(? S g ) is achieved. This form of the path-integral, i.e. the partition function, is well known from statistical mechanics:
! e ? Sg?S f : (5) It is important for the following that one can integrate out the bilinear S f over the Grassmann fermion elds. As a result, we acquire the determinant of the fermionic matrix within the partition function: (6) 3 Hybrid Monte Carlo
The Euclidean path-integral, Eq. (6), can in principle be evaluated by Monte Carlo techniques. We see that the fermionic elds do not appear in Z after the integration c .
Hence, it su ces to generate a representative ensemble of elds fU i g, i = 1; : : : ; N, and subsequently, to compute observable along with the statistical error according to
The integrated autocorrelation time int takes into account that the members of the ensemble are generated by importance sampling in a Markov chain. Therefore, a given c Similarly, one can perform the computation of any correlation function of and , leading to products of the quark propagator, i.e. the inverse of M ?1 .
con guration is correlated with its predecessors, and the actual statistical error of a result is increased compared to the naive standard deviation. The length of the autocorrelation time is a crucial quantity for the eciency of a simulation algorithm.
O(V ) Algorithms for full QCD
If we want to generate a series of eld con gurations U 1 , U 2 , U 3 . . . in a Markov process, besides the requirement for ergodicity, it is su cient to ful ll the condition of detailed balance to yield con gurations according to a canonical probability distribution:
e ?S P(U ! U 0 ) = e ?S 0 P(U 0 ! U): (8) P(U ! U 0 ) is the probability to arrive at con guration U 0 starting out from U. Let us for the moment forget about det(M U]),
i.e., we set det(M) equal to 1 in Eq. (6) . In that case, the action is purely gluonic (pure gauge theory), and local. Therefore, using the rules of Metropolis et al. we can update each link independently one by one by some (reversible!) stochastic modi cation U (n) ! U 0 (n), while only local changes in the action are induced. One`sweep' is performed if all links are updated once. By application of the Metropolis rule, P(U ! U 0 ) = min 1; exp(? S g )] ; (9) detailed balance is ful lled, and we are guaranteed to reach the canonical distribution. Starting from a random con guration, after some (or often many) thermalization steps, we can assume hat the generated con gurations belong to an equilibrium distribution. Without dynamical fermions|i. These implications for the simulation of full QCD with dynamical fermions have been recognized very early. In a series of successful steps, the computational complexity could be brought into the range of quenched simulations d . The following table gives an (incomplete) picture of this struggle towards exact, ergodic, practicable and parallelizable O(V ) algorithms for full QCD.
A key step was the introduction of the fermionic determinant by a Gaussian integral. As a synthesis of several ingredients, HMC is a mix of Langevin simulation, micro-canonical molecular dynamics, stochastic Gauss representation of the fermionic determinant, and of Metropolis.
Hybrid Monte Carlo: Quenched
Case For simplicity, I rst discuss the quenched approximation, i.e. det(M) = const. Each sweep of the HMC is composed of two steps:
(i) The gauge eld is evolved through phase space by means of (micro-canonical) molecular dynamics. An arti cial guidance Hamiltonian H is introduced adding the quadratic action of momenta to S g , \conju-gate" to the gauge links. The micro-canonical evolution proceeds in the arti cial time direction as induced by the Hamiltonian. Choosing random momenta at the begin of the trajectory, ergodicity is guaranteed, as it is by the stochastic force in the Langevin algorithm. In contrast to Langevin, HMC carries d Take this cum grano salis. Two O(V ) algorithms can extremely di er in the coe cient of V . out many integration steps between the refreshment of the momenta.
( : (15) For exact integration, the Hamiltonian H would be conserved. However, numerical integration only can stay close to H = const:
Therefore, one adds a global Metropolis step, P acc = min(1; e ? H ); (16) to reach a canonical distribution for fUg.
As a necessary condition for detailed balance the integration scheme must lead to a time reversible trajectory and ful ll Liouville's theorem, i.e. preserve the phase-space volume. Symplectic integration is the method of choice. It is stable as far as energy drifts are concerned. The bosonic eld can be related to a vector R of Gaussian random numbers. In a heatbath scheme, it is generated using the standard Muller-Box procedure, and with = M y R, we arrive at R y R, the desired starting distribution, equivalent to (M y M) ? 
Numerical Integration
The nite time-step integration of the equations of motion must be reversible and has to conserve the phase-space volume, while it should deviate the system only little from the surface H = const: The leap-frog scheme can ful ll these requirements. It consists of a sequence of triades of the following form: H (n; + 2 ) = H (n; ) + 2 _ H (n; ) U (n; + ) = e i H (n; + 2 ) U (n; ) H (n; + ) = H (n; + 2 ) code stays more than 95 % of execution time in this phase. Since typical simulations run several months in dedicated mode on fast parallel machines, any percent of improvement is welcome. Traditionally, the system was solved by use of Krylov subspace methods such as conjugate gradient, minimal residuum or Gauss-Seidel. In the last three years, several improvements could be achieved: the introduction of the BiCGStab solver 4 into lattice gauge theory has led to a speed up of a factor > 1:3 for HMC simulations carried out within the odd-even preconditioned scheme, see Fig. 2 . A further improvement by nearly a factor of two has been gained through a novel type of parallel preconditioning applied to HMC 5;6;15 called local-lexicographic SSOR (symmetric successive over-relaxation). The key idea of this parallel preconditioner is to successively update the lattice sites in a given order, e.g., the lexicographic order as shown in Fig. 3 . Going forward and backward, this procedure generates lower and upper triangular matrices that can be directly applied within BiCGStab, while the explicit multiplication by the matrix M can be avoided with the Eisenstat trick. As the fermion matrix only involves nearest-neighbor couplings, the sites with equal labels in Fig. 3 are decoupled, and therefore, they can be updated in parallel. Thus it is possible to assign the sub-lattices to di erent processors. The arrows in the gure are typical examples for the neighbor elds to be used or communicated in the forward solve of the site under consideration. Fig. 4 presents the reduction in iteration numbers as achieved on a typical HMC trajectory as function of the hopping parameter .
SESAM/T L Projects
As a recent example for the application of the HMC in a large scale full QCD simulation, I describe the SESAM and T L projects. As the matters stand, full QCD simulations as of today require the power of teracomputers. The Japanese group at Tsukuba university|already in 1996|has built CP-PACS/SR2201 in collaboration with Hitachi, reaching a peak performance of 600 G ops 11 and a US group at Columbia university in 1998 has set up a 600 G ops parallel system, the QCDSP machine composed of 12 k digital signal processors 12 .
In an alternative approach, the SESAM and T L collaborations decided to try to collect the required integrated compute power from various APE100 SIMD platforms located in Germany and Italy. This is possible because the HMC simulation, with high CPU requirements, can be executed very e ciently on APE100/Quadrics while the physics evaluation of the con gurations is an ideal task for a Cray T3E (FZ-J ulich).
The success of this approach rests upon very fast network connections, a large automatized storage system with a capacity in the multi-terabyte range, as available at ZAM-FZ-J ulich, and scripts for the automatized control of the simulation jobs on the di erent platforms together with the data transfer to and from the archive.
The SESAM project has been launched in March 1995 9 . The simulation phase ended in early 1997, however, the evaluation of hadronic properties still is running. In the current pre-teracomputer era, simulations of full QCD cannot be realistic, rather they have to be carried out at intermediate, i.e. quite large quark masses while the results have to be extrapolated towards the realistic light u and d quark masses. Therefore, we have performed simulations at 4 different quark masses approaching the chiral limit of light quarks in order to get proper extrapolations. Altogether 4 5000 HMC sweeps have been carried out corresponding to about 80 T ops-hours sustained CPU time. Besides detailed investigations on all 20.000 eld con gurations stored on the tape archive, 4 200 stochastically independent con gurations have been chosen for computation of hadronic observables 17 .
Together with particle physicists from INFN/Roma, we have extended the SESAM simulations towards lighter quark masses to approach the chiral limit more closely 10;17 . The project has been started in March 1996 and the simulations are still ongoing. The acronym T L stands for towards the ral limit. The T L lattice size is 24 3 40.
The dimension of M is about 7 10 6 . We carry out simulations at two di erent quark masses, combining the results with SESAM con gurations in order to perform proper chiral extrapolations and to test nite size effects. Altogether, 2 5000 HMC sweeps have been generated corresponding to about 400 T ops-hours sustained CPU time on APE100/Quadrics.
In Fig. 5 the total CPU time collected at the various compute sites is illustrated. The gures for Zeuthen include the generation of con gurations for SESAM (about 80 T opshours), for T L (about 30 T ops-hours) and the evaluation of so-called disconnected diagrams (about 40 T ops-hours so far). The Roma machine is fully dedicated to the generation of con gurations for T L, therefore, the sustained performance reaches about 60 % of the peak performance of the machine, while on the other sites, the available shares of CPU time are smaller. After all, SESAM/T L HMC simulations have proven to be very successful: as an example, SESAM's quark mass computations including dynamical fermion e ects appeared in the recent issue of the particle data booklet 18 The integrated autocorrelation times have been determined from several observables, such as the plaquette and the smallest eigenvalue of M. They are smaller than anticipated previously, and their length is between 10 and 40 trajectories. Therefore, one can consider con gurations as decorrelated that are separated by O int trajectories. The quality of the data allows to address the issue of critical slowing down of the HMC algorithm. Here, the notion critical slowing down is used in the sense that the pion correlation length g =a = 1=m a diverges approaching the chiral limit of vanishing u and d quark mass h .
The autocorrelation times as well as the iteration numbers of the ll-SSOR preconditioned solver are expected to scale with a power of =a, / ( =a) z . In the case of the autocorrelation, z is called dynamical critical exponent. Fig. 6 demonstrates nicely the power law behavior of the iterative solver with data for =a and iteration numbers taken from SESAM and T L. Fig. 7 depicts the scaling curve of the integrated g The pion correlation length is equivalent to the compton wave length of the pseudo scalar particle (pion) on the lattice. h a is the physical lattice spacing, thus =a is dimensionless. 
Note that there is a yet unknown factor a aT L included which can only be xed performing actual simulations at di erent , i.e. lattice resolution.
The quantity measuring the distance to the chiral limit of small physical quark masses is the ratio m =m . Since, for SESAM/T L, (m a) can be expressed in terms of m =m , the costs of future full QCD simulation along the SESAM/T L trajectory, approaching the chiral limit, can be plotted as function of m =m , see 
Summary
Molecular dynamics algorithms play a central rôle in simulations of full QCD. I have given an introduction to the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm and recent algorithmic developments like ll-SSOR preconditioning. I have demonstrated the application of the HMC within the European SESAM/T L project which is organized by the elementary particle physics group at NIC/FZ-J ulich and university of Wuppertal. The SESAM/T L results allow|for the rst time|to construct a reliable cost scaling formula for the prediction of the compute costs of future full QCD simulations as well as the assessment of the technical requirements to be imposed on the next generation of QCD simulation engines.
